Improved lymphatic mapping technique for breast cancer.
Breast sentinel lymph node biopsy is becoming more common. However, the best injection technique is not well established. Currently the gold standard is peritumoral injection. However, for upper outer quadrant tumors there is considerable axillary "shine through" which makes the identification of the radioactive sentinel lymph node difficult. We undertook a study to compare an injection in Sappey's subareolar plexus to the gold standard of peritumoral injection. Between December 1997 and March 1998, 85 patients with breast cancer were enrolled in the study. All patients were injected with 2 cc of normal saline containing 1.0 mCi of unfiltered technetium sulfur colloid in Sappey's subareolar plexus in the clock position of the breast cancer. In the operating room the patients underwent a peritumoral injection of 5 cc of 1% isosulfan blue. All blue and radioactive lymph nodes were identified and removed. The majority of the tumors were in the upper outer quadrant and were diagnosed by core biopsy. Only half of the patients had palpable tumors and approximately 25% had previous upper outer quadrant biopsy incisions. Peritumoral blue dye injection yielded an identification rate of 94%, with 99% of these being blue and radioactive. Three patients had radioactive lymph nodes with no blue lymph nodes identified. One of these patients had a micrometastasis. Injection in Sappey's subareolar plexus in the clock position of the tumor drained to the same sentinel lymph node as peritumoral injection. This injection technique solved the two major problems confronting the wide adoption of sentinel lymph node biopsy for breast cancer staging. First, it eliminates axillary "shine through" which will allow nonspecialist surgeons to more easily identify the radioactive axillary sentinel lymph node. Second, it allows for easier isotope injection by the technician or nuclear medicine physician, by eliminating the need for three-dimensional localization. This new technique should allow the majority of breast cancer patients who are treated by nonspecialist surgeons to be offered this less morbid, more accurate procedure.